Abstract-Virtual Reality (VR) simulations are excellent tools for training, education, simulation of abnormal and dangerous conditions in mines and solving complex problems. This paper introduces some technology about using VRML to construct 3D virtual scene and its interactive roaming by Virtual classroom environment's researching and practice. This paper introduces the virtual classroom development process, and elaborates the key technologies of virtual classroom's geometry modeling， texture mapping, interactive behavior design and so on, and discusses how to reduce the VRML file, and how to improve the rendering speed of VRML file in order to optimize system performance to construct a lifelike Virtual classroom.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing technology is radically changing the manner in which we work and communicate with computers. An exciting recent development, Virtual Reality (VR) represents a culmination of technological advances in real-time computer graphics hardware and software that support the generation of high-quality, photo-realistic, images in real time. Augmented by immersive capabilities provided by helmet mounted displays and other auxiliary dimensions such as touch (data gloves), voice recognition, voice synthesis, 3D sound, tracking (both head and hand), and others, this technology holds great promise as a cost effective training and teaching tool. In its simplest form, VR is the presentation of and interaction with a synthetic, computer generated 3D world, so realistic that the user feels as if he/she were experiencing the real thing. VR supports a new way for humans to interact with computers that is multi-sensorial that approaches the way in which humans interact with real environments. These interactions include visual, haptic, sound, speech, and olfactory.
Virtual Reality is also a simulator, but instead of looking at a flat screen and operating a joystick, the user who experiences VR is surrounded by a three-dimensional computer generated representation, and is able to move around in the virtual world and sees it from different angles, to reach into it, grab it and reshape it. As the power of VR increases so too do its applications. VR has already been shown to be an effective tool in many industries. Surgeons may use VR to plan and map out complex surgeries in three dimensions, which allows them to view past the skin of the patient before a knife is even picked up. Real estate agents may use virtual reality to give clients a walkthrough of an estate, from the comfort of their own home [1] .
Virtual Reality provides the best tools for accident reconstruction, training and hazard identification by immersing the trainee in an environment as close to the real world as possible. Through safety, visualization and education, VR promises many improvements for the minerals industry.
Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) is one of the main recent developments in Web3D technologies [2] . It provides a modular infrastructure for rapid development of web-ready virtual worlds that can run as platform independent applications in any web browser with an appropriate plug-in.
VRML is a "file format for describing interactive 3D multimedia on the Internet" [2] which allows computer users to visit and move through 3D virtual environments over the Internet. As a description language for 3D models and their behavior, VRML is very well suited for the development of Web-based simulations and animations. First, VRML is an international standard and allows for the platform-independent definition of animations and simulations. Second, VRML offers a higher level of rendering technique and its file size is small so that it can be transferred faster and more conveniently compared to other CAD model formats. Third, the basic building blocks of VRML are nodes. VRML has a particular "inline" node that can include other models from anywhere on the Internet. It is very suitable for assembly, as an assembly also needs references to other parts. Fourth, the animations design by VRML is very simple and living.
VRML was standardized in 1997, after a long period of world-wide consultation over the Internet. It consists of a framework of 54 nodes/objects, event types and routes. The nodes are stand-alone objects that contain a number of fields, as well as input and output events. The user can override the fields and thus customize the nodes by specifying new values for the fields.
Communication between VRML nodes is achieved by exchanging messages ('events') between them. An event is passed from one node to another by a connection, called a 'route', which is normally hard-coded in a VRML program. Propagation of events through a VRML program is called 'event cascade'. Most VRML can receive events, but only some nodes can generate them.
The processing capabilities of VRML applications are achieved with scripting languages. Currently, there are two languages that can be used for scripting: JavaScript and Java. The former can be embedded directly into the VRML code, thus becoming a part of the VRML application, and the latter can be developed as a standalone application and referred to as an external URL from the VRML code.
II. THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCENE' OVERALL DESIGN OF VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
Three-dimensional designed of virtual classroom scenes to cover interior design, decoration and layout, including housing construction, a variety of three-dimensional modeling in the classroom, such as blackboards, projectors, electronic screens, tables, chairs, doors and windows, etc.
Three-dimensional designed of virtual classroom scenes use VRML to coding and debugging scene. The virtual classroom scenes to design and development by Background node, IndexedFaceSet node, Transform node, Viewpoint node, Group node, DEF, USE, Shape node, Texture node, TimeSensor node, TouchSensor node, OritationInterpolator node, pointLight node, Script node and so on, and achieve subroutine calls by Inline node, and achieve hierarchical, modular and component design by LOD node. The hierarchy charts of Virtual classroom scene design as shown in Figure 1 .
Ⅲ. CREATION OF VRML MODELING
Modeling is the most crucial step in creating three-dimensional scenes. Modeling should be realized using the modular modeling method. First, decompose the complex object into a number of simple sub-objects, then separately create each sub-object model, finally connect these sub-object models according to certain relations. Because of the direct programming method using the VRML code simple, file small, therefore, the various objects in the virtual classroom are based on VRML programming method modeling.
The object modeling process usually to create a geometric model of tables, chairs, windows, doors and so on by VRML's IndexedFaceSet node in the virtual classroom, and then add the texture mapping, construct a lifelike three-dimensional virtual objects.
Combining VRML with 3Dmax modeling tools is an effective way in practice [7] . VRML is a good tool for constructing, distributing, and rendering 3D objects over the Internet. And VRML provides programmers a variety of nodes such as interaction, animation, and sensor to serve different purposes. With external nodes, we are able to create special objects. 3DMax is used to model complex realistic objects and the models should be In order to modify a node of 3D virtual environment in an interactive way is necessary to locate it in the nodes set univocally. To do this we must mark every node of interest with a specific name that will be used as a reference for all future data processing. Nodes can be named, and used repeatedly. In practice the marker is a tag DEF NodeName before node declaration itself. For example，Defined nodeName of window, screen, desk and so on in scene of Virtual Classroom.
We must underline that with the NAME tag is identified the VRML browser and through this name will be possible to interact with scripts and with different graphic sessions at the same time.
In VRML, Appearance node is used to describe characteristic of an object, and each node of VRML consists of some fields. One of fields of Appearance node is a texture field that species the type of image for texture mapping. There are three kinds of texture nodes that can be used to map textures onto any object. Image Texture: The most common one takes an external JPEG or PNG image file and map it onto the shape; Movie Texture: allows the mapping of a movie onto an object; can only use MPEG movies; Pixel Texture: simply means creating an image to use with Image Texture within VRML. Such as, build modeling of windows in Virtual Classroom. First create the shape of windows use IndexedFaceSet Node, and then paste the actual map window. IndexedFaceSet extracts and applies the piece of texture to faces modeling results of windows as shown in figure 2. Create screen modeling is mainly achieved using node of Shape, IndexedFaceSet, Script, TimeSensor and so on. Shapes are built using a Shape node; Shape geometry is built using geometry nodes, such as Box, Cone, Cylinder, and Sphere. Nodes can be grouped using a Group node, Dimensions are usually in meters, but they can be anything. Wrap images around shapes; Wrap a movie's images around shapes. To time an animation, a TimeSensor node should be used, TimeSensor has no physical form in the VRML world and just keeps time.To notify an interpolator of a time change, a ROUTE is needed to connect two nodes together. Most animation can be accomplished through the method of routing a TimeSensor to an interpolator node, and then the interpolator node to the object to be animated. A TimeSensor node is similar to a stop watch. You control the start time, stop time, and cycle length. Route is Connects an EventOut to an EventIn. A Route is not a node! Output type must match input type exactly Output may connect to multiple inputs (fan-out) multiple outputs may connect to single input (fan-in).Nodes must be named in order to use Routes. Modeling results of screen as shown in figure 3 . VRML contains basic geometric shapes that can be combined to create more complex objects. Simple VRML 3D scenes can be realized using directly a text editor (like notepad) to write code, but more complex situations needs tools to help the virtual world design. A VRML converter is software that allows the user to build interactive 3D objects or environments for the internet in a visual and graphical manner through the use of a user friendly interface. As the user creates objects or environments, the software writes the necessary code behind the scenes. This reduces significantly the amount of time required to build a VRML file, eliminates the need to learn VRML code and simplifies all the work process from the idea to the .wrl file creation. After the conversion any VRML file may be viewed and edited in a common text editor to improve the code or insert more complex features. 3D Studio Max can be used to generate and export non-elementary environments in VRML files format. The exporter in 3D Studio Max is quite a mature tool; with its dialogue box is possible to set ex partition parameters as coordinate interpolations, objects position, orientation and so on. We have generated both scenes and avatars with 3D Studio Max, giving interaction.
Every node has an identifiable node name, for example, TouchSensor nodes are defined to rotation or move some objects, and material nodes are defined to change the surface color of the selected objects, etc. The codes are as following:
DEF wall_front Transform {…} DEF Light0 DirectionalLight {…} DEF LightSwitch Script {…} DEF T TouchSensor {…} DEF AnimK OrientationInterpolator {…} material DEF wallcolor Material {…}
Ⅳ. INTERACTIVE OPERATION
In order to show the details, the VRML model should enable interactive operations, such as rotationing or moving, changing color or performing customized animations (such as opening or closing door as shown in Figure 5 ), in addition to standard operations, such as moving, rotating and scaling. These controls are associated with a series of JavaScript code. For example, the following code segment illustrates the example of Opening and closing the door model. Here, "T" is defined as a TouchSensor Node, when the mouse cursor moves onto the part included in such node, the TouchSensor can perceive and activate sequential animations. "K" are customized scripts that define the rules for a high reliability of the animation. "AnimH" and "AnimH" is defined as OrientationInterpolator Node which defines every step of the animation, and "Q" is a Transform Node that includes the geometry information of the door.
When click the door, the door will be opened or closed automatically. The presentation of three-dimensional scene through interpretation the scene of browser default Viewpoint, whenever Viewpoint are changes, the browser will be re-calculated a new location and re-rendering for each object in the scene, sometimes the speed of the browser rendering not keep up with speed of change Viewpoint, resulting in a standstill phenomenon. Therefore, optimization performance is an indispensable step.
Here mainly uses the following two optimization methods:
1) More use DEF and USE. In the virtual scene, there are many recurring objects, such as tables, chairs, fans, lamps, etc., these objects are exactly the same shape, using DEF and USE to be reused, which greatly simplifies the document, reducing the burden of the browser.
2) More use Inline node, reducing the file size, improve code, and reuse rates. The VRML 2.0 file format was used in order to provide compliance with a wide spread format. Any World Wide Web browser may be used in order to download the file and view the moving scene. The visualization offers enhanced telepresence to the viewer, since a 3D representation of the scene is created. Furthermore, the user can interact with the scene inside the VRML browser. Synthetic objects may be easily integrated with the virtualized scene in order to construct a lifelike Virtual classroom.
The virtual classroom system can provide the lifelike study scene, both has the reflection knowledge practical application physical situation function, and has the massive resources to support the learner to carry on the observation from the different angle of view. Simultaneously can also provide with the real world related activity, lets the student have the opportunity to carry on the attempt and the exploration.
An open free-narration questionnaire survey was carried out among 800 universities undergraduate. The result shows: 15.7% of them feel New teaching methods is Well adapted, and 44.2% of them feel New teaching methods is More compatible, and 27.8% of them feel New teaching methods is General, and 27.8% of them feel New teaching methods is Do not adapt.
The result shows of survey among teachers that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.19.5% of teachers thought that advantages far outweigh disadvantages, 42.5% of teachers thought that more advantages than disadvantages, and 26.1% of teachers thought that advantages and disadvantages of balance.
The virtual classroom classroom's realization has provided one kind of new mentality for the long-distance teaching.
